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Abstract

This research explores students’ voices towards motivation in English writing. It particularly scrutinizes the factors influencing students’ motivation in the teaching and learning process of writing. The participants of this study were 20 non-English department students enrolled in English IV subject which was a general English course offered by Language Training Centre of Muhammadiyah University of Yogyakarta. The data were collected through a questionnaire with open-ended questions in which the participants were asked to write their opinion and reflection with regard to the issue. The results of this study revealed that there were six factors fostering learners’ motivation in EFL writing class. These factors were institutional demands, linguistic needs, enthusiastic and inspiring teachers, engaging activities and tasks, interesting topics, and positive learning atmosphere. The present study suggested that there should be a collaborative negotiation between the teacher and students to create an enjoyable learning atmosphere. This also necessitated teachers to examine learners’ needs, institutional expectations, as well as their characteristics and voices in EFL writing.
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Introduction

Motivation has long been regarded as one of the primary factors in determining one’s success in second and foreign language learning. To verify this view, a large body of literature has attempted to discover the role of motivation in fostering language learning process (see, for example, Dornyei, 1994; Ellis, 1994; Oxford & Shearin, 1996; Gass & Selinker, 2001). Dornyei (1994) asserts that motivation has become one of the principal determinants in learners’ achievement in L2 learning. Similarly, Gass & Selinker (2001) propose that it is regarded to be one of predictors for the success of language learning. Oxford & Shearin (1996) believe that motivation determines the learners’ active involvement in second or foreign language learning. In other words, they believe that unmotivated learners will not develop their potential ability in mastering L2. In terms of its flexibility, motivation is an area in which teachers can easily influence as it can change over time (Ellis, 1994).
In the principle, motivation is considered to cover broad and complex spectrum when it comes to the language learning process. Gardner (1993), as cited in O’Sullivan (2008), has defined motivation as a complex thing involving three main processes namely desire to accomplish the goal, the effort associated with achieving the goal, and the reinforcement of the act of learning. Dornyei (2014) offers three paradigm of understanding the complexity of motivation answering the major questions of why people behave in that way. Motivation, based on his framework, is responsible for responding “why people decide to do something”, “how long they are willing to sustain their activity”, and “how hard they are going to pursue it”.

Considering its ultimate influence in language learning, several theories have been proposed in order to understand motivation in a deeper way. Thus, this has created some different types of motivation proposed. Gardner and Lambert’s (1959) integrative and instrumental theory was the first one of its kind. They proposed that integrative motivation is related to one’s desire to communicate in his/her immediate environment and to be able to be accepted in that community. While integrative motivation deals with one’s inner aspiration, instrumental motivation includes pragmatic goals e.g. getting a job in the future. Subsequently, Noels’ (2001) adaptation to the former framework of motivation has emphasized two dimensions of motivation namely intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. The former concept deals with fulfilling one’s own sake e.g. to satisfy one’s curiosity. The latter, on the other hand, focuses on the process of pursuing something as a means to achieve an end e.g. achieving some rewards.

Combining some current research findings in the area of SLA and psychology, Dornyei (2005) introduced a theory of L2 motivational system and possible shelves. This framework is aimed at integrating several factors related to the learners, their tasks, and their learning environment into one system. It starts with the essential concept in psychology called possible selves. Psychologically speaking, possible shelves comprise people’s future vision of what they likely want and hope. Additionally, they also consist of some tangible images and senses making it more than just a long-term plan. These possible shelves are then realized into ideal self when it comes to the discussion of L2 learning. This is because it is the realization of the concept what people want to be in the future providing some powerful motivational guide for learners.

Further, the proposed L2 motivational system by Dornyei (2005, 2009) consists of three main elements mainly derived from the possible shelves concept. They include ideal L2 self, ought-to L2 self and L2 learning experience. As previously stated, ideal L2 self deals with learners’ future vision of L2 which is considered to be a specific facet. This ideal L2 self is said to be a powerful motivator in achieving the success of L2 learning since it brings the actual and ideal self closer. The next concept, ought-to self L2, deals with learners’ beliefs of what they need to hold in order to avoid some possible negative results. L2 learning experience is related to their current experience of learning English in their immediate context as well as their former experiences in L2 learning.

Another important concept of motivation framework in language learning is self-determination theory proposed by Ryan and Deci (2000). They emphasize the
importance of both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation to be taken into account by teachers and educators. Their self-determination model is a continuum showing the motivational change undergone by L2 learners. Their framework comprises three main elements namely amotivation, extrinsic motivation, and intrinsic motivation. Amotivation shows learners’ lack of competence in completing something. Extrinsic motivation mainly deals with four aspects including external regulation caused by compliance and punishment, interjected regulation caused by self-control and ego-involvement, identified regulation grounded from personal importance and consciousness valuing, and integrated regulation rooted from congruence and awareness. The last of type of this kind, intrinsic motivation, is mainly rooted from interest, enjoyment, and inherent satisfaction in doing something.

Realizing the importance of motivation in fostering L2 learning, a number of studies have been conducted in this area providing different insights of motivation and its strategy in classroom context. Dornyei (1990) investigated learners’ motivation in an English course in Hungary. He described that English was considered as foreign language in that country and hence provided very little opportunity for Hungarian students to be exposed to English. The results of his study revealed that instrumental motives play pivotal roles in fostering foreign language learning. The instrumental motives in Dornyei’s study are referred to as instrumental motivational subsystem involving several extrinsic motives. Four dimensions of this subsystem are then identified including a general interest in foreign languages, cultures, and people, a desire to expand one’s view to avoid isolation, a need of encountering new stimulus and challenges, and a desire to be accepted into certain target community.

Within another EFL context, Tran (2007) conducted a study exploring learners’ motivation and identity in EFL writing classroom in Vietnam. The participants involved in her study were thirty English department students in a university in Central Vietnam. The findings of this research revealed that learners’ motivation in EFL writing classroom is rooted from the combination of both extrinsic and intrinsic motivation. Extrinsic motivation refers to institutional needs, their linguistic needs, and social needs in learning EFL writing. Intrinsic motivation, on the other hand, involves learners’ interest, passion, and inspiration. Another important finding of this study is that learners will perform their potential ability to write independently, creatively, and passionately if they are motivated.

Lai (2013) investigated Taiwanese university students’ motivation of learning English seen from various motivational concept of L2. This study employed a survey research with a total of 267 undergraduate students of science and technology major participated. The results of this study showed that most of them study English for travel, instrumental, and integrative motives. Also, the majority of participants are motivated in learning English because of their intrinsic motivation and their ideal shelf. This research reveals that external pressure and ought-to L2 self factor of motivation do not contribute to motivate them in learning English. Though he conducted his survey with “day” and “night” school students, there was no significant difference in their motivation to learn English.
This study is aimed at investigating non-English undergraduate students’ voices in writing. It particularly scrutinizes what motivates them in learning to write in English. It portrays some factors affecting and fostering their motivation without classifying motivation into three main categorizations previously mentioned i.e. instrumental and integrative (Gardner and Lambert, 1959), intrinsic and extrinsic (Noels, 2001), and L2 motivational system of ideal-self (Dornyei, 2005, 2009). This research is conducted in integrated English class where students learn writing as a part of four skills to be mastered. Therefore, the students participated in this study do not take writing as an individual skill-based course.

The findings of this study are expected to provide some insights to EFL teachers and some related parties in understanding factors contributing to students’ motivation in writing. Pedagogically speaking, the results of this study are also addressed to provide teachers with some ideas of developing syllabuses and materials based on the students’ lived experience. Also, appropriate classroom activities and strategies can be derived from the aforementioned facts. Taking into account these findings, writing activities in EFL classroom can be directed to foster students’ motivation so that they will successfully master some required macro-and micro-skills of writing.

Research Methods

The present study is aimed at investigating non-English department students’ motivation in EFL writing. This study used qualitative research paradigm employing situated approach which investigates the influence of immediate learning context influences learners’ disposition and the how motivation affects the learning process in a classroom setting (Shoaib & Dornyei, 2005). Within this framework, the researcher investigated students’ perspectives of what motivates the students in EFL writing. The factors perceived by them were some reflections of their learning experience of writing in a general English class over one semester.

The participants of this study were 20 undergraduate students (11 females and 9 males) of Agribusiness Study Program of Faculty of Agriculture, Muhammadiyah University of Yogyakarta. At the time when this study was conducted they were all in their fourth semester. They enrolled in English IV course, a general English course offered by the Language Training Centre of UMY at the academic year of 2015/2016. The reason for choosing the participants was the feasibility to meet them twice a week offering some flexibility in conducting this research. Also, the fourth-semester students were chosen since they have had some previous learning experiences of writing since the LTC UMY has offered six series of general English course. This meant that the students’ experiences could help them reflect their motivations in EFL writing deeply.

The data were collected through a questionnaire consisting six open-ended questions following Tran’s framework (2007). This technique was chosen to allow students to express their attitudes and perspectives in regard to motivation in EFL writing freely. In addition, Chamot (1995) believes that this would enable each voice of the participants to be taken in to be regarded and therefore recognizes their various attitudes towards the issue. The students participating in
this study were allowed to fill the questionnaire either in Bahasa Indonesia or English. By so doing, they were given more opportunity to reflect their own practices and experiences in learning writing. Therefore, the students would feel convenient in expressing their ideas in a more detailed way.

**Findings and Discussion**

The analyzed data showed that there are several main factors considered by the students to contribute as main themes concerning their voices and perspectives in learning EFL writing. They are categorized into institutional demands, linguistic needs, enthusiastic and inspiring teachers, engaging activities and tasks, interesting topics, and positive learning atmosphere.

**Institutional Demands**

Some students express their view that institutional demands play an important role in fostering their motivation. As previously mentioned, the students participated in this study was in their English IV course meaning that there will be two upcoming English classes later. Understanding some skills taught in this English course will become a basis for the next courses. Since this course contributed to their GPA later on, they had to perform well in all assignment and assessment including writing. The following extract from the students’ questionnaire revealed their motivational attitudes affected by institutional demands.

**Extract 1**

*I want to succeed in this course because I will have two more classes in the next semester, so I have to be able to understand writing skills.* (S5, translated by the researcher)

**Extract 2**

*If do not pay attention to the teacher’s explanation and practice my writing skills regularly, my grade will be lower than what I got last semester.* (S1, translated by the researcher)

**Extract 3**

*The English course offered by PPB (LTC UMY) is an integrated course in nature. Therefore, I have to learn and understand all skills including writing which is very important recently.* (S17, translated by the researcher)

**Linguistic Needs**

Based on the students’ voices, linguistic needs also contributed to foster their motivation in the teaching and learning process of writing. There were three main themes emerging from the students’ linguistic needs of mastering EFL writing. First, the students perceived that English has been regarded as an international language making it important to learn. With regard to the Southeast Asian context, they also added that the emergence of AEC (ASEAN Economic Community) has also fostered their motivation in learning EFL writing. Second,
they thought that English would be important in fulfilling the expectation of their future jobs. Some students even mentioned that they were willing to be a lecturer, agricultural researcher, and multinational company employee in the future. Third, the students were also motivated in EFL writing to tackle some opportunities coming upon their graduation. One of the most frequent answers related to the future chance was the availability of scholarship to study abroad provided by Indonesian government, institution, and other countries. To be able to study abroad, they need to achieve sufficient score in writing part of the accepted English proficiency test i.e. TOEFL and IELTS. The students’ voices towards this issue could be seen from the following extracts.

**Extract 4**
In the AEC (ASEAN Economic Community) era, English is really needed in our everyday life both for formal and informal purposes. (S8, translated by the researcher)

**Extract 5**
Currently, English is an international language connecting many people from different countries. Therefore, mastering English and writing skills are very important. (S1, translated by the researcher)

**Extract 6**
I want to be a lecturer in the future. This requires me to be able to write in English since I have to submit papers and research reports as part of my obligation. (S4, translated by the researcher)

**Extract 7**
I want to continue my masters degree abroad and get a scholarship to finance my study there. To do so, I need to master writing since it is essential to make CV, study objective, and research proposal. It is also important to be mastered since it will increase my English proficiency (TOEFL, IELTS) score. (S2, translated by the researcher)

**Enthusiastic and Inspiring Teachers**

Enthusiastic and inspiring teachers were also found to foster students’ motivation in EFL writing. Teachers’ enthusiasm was realized in providing feedback and scaffolding the students in teaching and learning process. Feedback was perceived to help them monitor their progress in writing. Further, the students believed that by monitoring their progress they could see their own weakness so that they could be better a writer. Another indicator of teachers’ enthusiasm perceived by the students was providing scaffolding. They believed that scaffolding provided them opportunity to do their writing systematically and thus improved their motivation. While teachers’ enthusiasm was manifested in feedback, students also thought that teachers should incorporate sharing session on successful figure in writing. Based on their view, this could be done by telling
them the success story of someone winning a scholarship or someone becoming a well-known writer.

Extract 8
When I know my mistakes in writing, I will be motivated to learn and practice more. I also learn many things including grammar and other aspects through teachers’ correction (feedback). (S10, translated by the researcher)

Extract 9
I like to get brainstorming activity at the beginning of the lesson since it helped me a lot to do writing process systematically. (S6, translated by the researcher)

Extract 10
A success story of certain people who win the scholarship or are famous writers improves my motivation in writing. When the teacher tells such story, I will do my best in writing. (S14, translated by the researcher)

Engaging Activities and Tasks
According to the students, engaging tasks and activities were one of the factors fostering their motivation in EFL writing. They preferred to be taught in an interesting way rather than simply followed what their course book suggested. Also, the students felt that teachers often used monotonous activities in practicing writing in the classroom. Based on their opinion, there were two main instructional activities considered engaging to be applied in the writing class. These included games and technology-based activities. In terms of technology-based activities, they proposed song, short movies, and videos in motivating them to write.

Extract 11
My teacher showed us a video at the beginning of the lesson. Then, he brainstormed the idea and asked us to write the explanation of the video. I think it is always interesting to learn English through video. (S3, translated by the researcher)

Extract 12
Games are exciting activities to be done in the class. This is because following the sequence of course book is sometimes boring so we need some enjoyable activities. (S2, translated by the researcher)

Extract 13
When the teacher only teach writing without games, I sometimes feel bored and thus makes me reluctant to write maximally. By playing games in the class, I will be more excited in writing English. (S8, translated by the researcher)
**Interesting Topics**

Topic selection was regarded by the students to motivate them in writing English. Interesting topics, based on the students’ perspectives, were those related to their daily life and those dealing with college students’ life. These aforesaid topics were familiar to the students and it also provided some background knowledge to them. In addition to the two topics previously stated, the students also mentioned entertainment, sport, technology, and future aspiration providing motivation for them in EFL writing. Previous studies suggested that when students are familiar to the topic, they will find it much easier to connect their experience to their writing. The students’ perspectives towards this issue can be seen in the following extracts.

**Extract 14**

*Topics related to daily life motivate me in writing rather than any topics I haven’t known before. (S8, translated by the researcher)*

**Extract 15**

*I think I will be more interested in writing if the teacher some topics which are familiar to us including college life, students’ organization, and our daily life. Topics like sport, entertainment, and future job are also interesting for me. (S11, translated by the researcher)*

**Positive Learning Atmosphere**

The students also stressed the importance of positive learning atmosphere in the teaching and learning process of writing. Positive learning atmosphere was perceived to have a closer connection to the former factor contributing to foster students’ motivation i.e. engaging tasks and activities as well as interesting topics. It included relaxing and less intimidating atmosphere considered to create conducive classroom environment. The students also indicated that sharing their ideas and works to other students provided more enjoyment in EFL writing.

**Extract 16**

*I really like relaxing classroom where the teacher does not explain the theory of writing too much but guides us to practice our writing in systematic steps. (S12, translated by the researchers)*

**Extract 17**

*My motivation in writing improves when I can share my writing to other classmates. I can then get their comments in regard to the content of my writing. (S9, translated by the researcher)*

The above finding is consistent with some motivational factors perceived by EFL/ESL learners as investigated in previous studies. Tran (2007) argues that learners’ motivation in writing in the Vietnamese EFL context is generated from both extrinsic and intrinsic motivation. In other words, learners’ motivation in EFL writing is shaped by both their personal and contextual aspects of writing.
She mentions that institutional needs (marks), linguistic needs, and social needs are essential in fostering learners’ motivation in regard to the extrinsic motive. In addition to these factors, learners also believe that their intrinsic motivation such as interest, passion and inspiration contributes more significantly compared to those of aforesaid factors.

**Conclusion**

This study sought to investigate the factors influencing non-English department students’ motivation in EFL writing. The data were derived from an open-ended questionnaire distributed to the fourth semester students enrolling in English IV course at LTC UMY. The findings of the present study indicated that there were six motivational factors fostering their motivation in EFL writing including institutional demands, linguistic needs, enthusiastic and inspiring teachers, engaging tasks and activities, interesting topics, and positive learning atmosphere. Taken into account these aforementioned motivational aspects in learning EFL writing, it is considered essential for teachers to scrutinize students’ needs, institutional expectations, as well as their characteristics and voices. It is then suggested that teacher make a constructive collaboration in negotiating the activities, tasks, assignments, and assessment in the classroom in order to maximize and boost their motivation in EFL writing.
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